NEW BUILDINGS TO HOUSE ADVANCED STUDY SECTIONS

Three New Structures Have Been Completed—But Only Two

OTHER TO FOLLOW LATER

Plans of long standing finally materialized last October in the un
 anunciement of the construction of a new Institute building to house the
 advanced study and research facilities which have been
 Department of Physics and Chemistry.

The construction of these buildings was authorized last fall, but only res
 them have been started. The main

PLAN URBAN UNUSUAL DANCE DECORATIONS

Catholic Organization to Hold Annual Spring Formal

Looking forward to a large attendance at this annual spring formal to be held next Friday evening in Wilson Memorial, the Technological University Students' Council has issued an invitation to all students to be present at the formal to which all are invited. The invitation is issued in response to the many requests that the exact aspect of the main Hall of Wilson Memorial should not be displayed without veiled, partly obstructed lines, advocacy and preservation, its 

TRIP TO ROUND HILL MAY BE BY AIRPLANE

For ten dollars it will be possible for any student taking the 15th
 Round Hill with the Society on Sunday to use the whole airplane
 the trip to a six place Bellanca Cubic for the fare. This is a
 $10.00 and full flight insurance is covered
 at one time. Flight is for 4 hours. The offer must be
 immediately before February 1st.

At Ohio State student publications made a mistake of more than ten thousand dollars during the past year. Such a mistake is not
 the fault of the editors and business men, but it is a

ANNUAL MEETING AT THE UNIVERSITY

A.D., 1897, and will be held in Automobiles, June 8th, 1887. It is

COMMISSION XV

Corporation XV will hold a meeting of its directors at 10:00 o'clock.
 Officers for next year will be elected at this time.

$1.50 --- Polo Shirts --- $1.50

Club Necks and Collar Attached

Two, green and blue—just the thing for Tennis and Outdoor Sports. We add the

NOW MARKED $1.50

TEXAS SHIRTS FROM $1.50.00--WHITE DUCKS, $2.00 and $2.50

WHITE WOOL SPORT SHIRTS, 30c. Pair

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH, H. C. S.